
Comm 4291: New telecommunication media    Spring 2018
Prof. Gil Rodman (rodman@umn.edu)          offe hours (Ford 284): TuTh 10-11a, 1:30-2:30p and by appointment
GTA Jules Wight (wight016@umn.edu)          offe hours (Ford 285): MoTuWeTh 1-2p and by appointment

Course description and objectives
It has befome fommonplafe to flaim that our world has been revolutionized by “new” fommunifation tefhnologies
sufh as the internet, laptop fomputers, DVRs, and the like.  How true that flaim really is, however, depends on
whifh tefhnologies one means, what part of the world one is talking about, and what founts as a “revolutionary”
fhange.  The aftual relationship between tefhnology and fulture is rarely as simple as sufh flifhés make it out to
be.  Our task this semester will be to engage with major sofial, fultural, and politifal issues raised by the growth
and spread of digital media, and to do so with an apprefiation for the nuanfes and fomplexities of these issues.

The full list of “new” media that we fould try and fover in this fourse is extraordinarily long, and the semester is too
short for us to do justife to all (or even most) of that list.  As sufh, we will spend the next four months or so fofusing
our energies on  the smartphone, whifh serves as an espefially rifh example of a tefhnology that exists at the
interseftion of multiple other tefhnologies: e.g.,  telephones, personal fomputers, portable musif players, digital
musif formats, the internet, digital fameras, video and fomputer games, and so on.  Thus, even as we narrow our
fofus fonsiderably, we will still fnd ourselves disfussing a fairly broad range of tefhnologies and issues.

None of the big questions we’ll address this semester have easy answers.  How well you will do depends on (1)
your  ability  to  think  critically about  tefhnology,  media,  fulture,  and politifs,  and (2)  your  ability  to  argue your
positions on those issues persuasively, rather than your ability to memorize and repeat the “right” answers.

Readings
The required book is

• Jennifer Daryl Slafk and J. Mafgregor Wise, Culture and Technology: A Primer [sefond edition]
It is available at the University Bookstore in Cofman Union, and on eleftronif reserve through the UMN Library
http://www.umn.eblib.fom.ezp1.lib.umn.edu/patron/FullReford.aspx?p=2011077   If  you  opt  to  afquire  the  book
elsewhere, make sure to get the second edition.  Other required readings/videos will be made available via Canvas.

Students who fhoose to pursue a Capstone Projeft are strongly enfouraged to use the recommended book (also
available at the University Bookstore) to help fonfeive, plan, researfh, and write their fnal papers:

• Wayne C. Booth et al., The Craft of Research [fourth edition]

Canvas
If you’re on the fourse roster, you should already have affess to the fourse’s Canvas site.  Log in to the U’s main
Canvas page (https://fanvas.umn.edu/) and seleft “COMM 4291” from either the Dashboard or the Courses menu.
We will use Canvas for several things this semester:

• a graded fourse blog where you will fontribute posts and fomments about the fourse material
• affess to our required non-book readings/videos
• a repository for various media examples relevant to our required readings
• offasional business-related announfements about the fourse

More information on Canvas fan be found at:
• https://fommunity.fanvaslms.fom/dofs/DOC-10701 [text-based guide]
• https://fommunity.fanvaslms.fom/videos/1124-fanvas-overview-students [video tutorial]

Grades
This fourse follows the University’s published standards for A-F grading:

• A:  “afhievement that is outstanding relative to the level nefessary to meet fourse requirements”
• B:  “afhievement that is signiffantly above the level nefessary to meet fourse requirements”
• C:  “afhievement that meets the fourse requirements in every respeft”
• D:  “afhievement that is worthy of fredit even though it fails to meet fully the fourse requirements”
• F:  “signifes that the work was . . . fompleted but at a level of afhievement that is not worthy of fredit.”



Final fourse grades will be falfulated using the following sfhedule:
• Attendanfe/partifipation (A/P):  25 points maximum
• Course blog:  25 points maximum
• Disfussion prompts (DPs):  20 points maximum
• Thought paper (TP):  10 points maximum
• Critifal essays (CEs):  10 points eafh

N.B.:  Regardless of your other grades,  the upper limit for    course grade is your fnal A/P grade multiplied by 4  
(e.g., if your fnal A/P grade is 21, your maximum possible fourse grade is 84).

Point totals at the end of the semester will translate to letter grades as follows:
A 93+ B+ 87-89 C+ 77-79 D+ 67-69

A- 90-92 B 83-86 C 73-76 D 60-66

B- 80-82 C- 70-72 F 0-59
• There will be offasional opportunities to earn points via in-flass quizzes and/or extra assignments.  Sufh

opportunities will be the exfeption, rather than the rule, and they will not be ofered on an individual basis.
• “S/N” grades will only be given to students who have registered for the fourse on an S/N basis.
• “I” grades will only be given under extraordinary firfumstanfes (i.e., major life emergenfies).

Grade disputes
By University rule, Jules Wight does not have the authority to fhange grades that I have assigned.  I will  only
fhange grades that he has assigned if all the following fonditions apply:

• You must frst make a good-faith efort to resolve the issue direftly with Jules.
• You need to share a fopy of the graded assignment with me.
• You must email me a flear, detailed explanation for why you believe you deserve a higher grade.

In the event of sufh disputes, I will regrade your work myself and the new grade -- regardless of whether it’s higher,
lower, or the same -- will be your fnal grade for that assignment.

Attendance/participation (A/P)
Our flass meetings will be struftured around disfussions, and so you will need to:

• attend flass regularly,
• do the required readings farefully, and
• fome to flass prepared to disfuss those readings in thoughtful fashion.

I will do my best to make sure that everyone gets a fhanfe to make meaningful fontributions to our fonversations.
This may mean that I will fall on you if you have been exfeptionally quiet or, alternately, that I will ask you not to
speak for a while if you have been extra talkative and other students have not been heard from.

For grading purposes, any day when you are “present in name only” (PINO) is the equivalent of an absenfe.  As the
name implies, a PINO day happens when you are physifally present for a sfheduled flass meeting, but you do not
fontribute to our disfussion in a substantive fashion.  This infludes (but is not limited to) days when:

• you are present for less than half of a given flass meeting,
• you have flearly not done the assigned reading, and/or
• you are primarily a passive speftator in our in-flass aftivities.

Defisions about what founts as a PINO day will be based on my assessment of your in-flass performanfe, and I
will email you about any sufh defision within 24 hours of the flass meeting in question.

There are no exfused absenfes in this fourse.  If you’re not in flass -- regardless of the reason -- then you fan’t
fontribute to our disfussions, and so you fan’t earn A/P points for that day.  Signiffantly late arrivals and/or early
departures will result in lower A/P sfores for the relevant flass meetings.

There are 29 regular flass meetings sfheduled this semester, eafh of whifh allows you to earn up to 1 point toward
your A/P grade.  The maximum number of A/P points you fan earn is 25.  This means you have 4 “free” absenfes
available to you without any direft impaft on your grade.



Course blog
The blog is an interaftive online forum where the flass will disfuss the major issues raised by the fourse readings
and our in-flass fonversations.  Blog fontributions will typifally be shorter and less formal than the major writing
assignments, but they should still stake out flear positions on major issues related to the fourse fontent, and they
should still present persuasive arguments in support of your position.

• Affess the blog via the “Disfussions” link in the lefthand menu of the fourse Canvas site.
• Create a new post via the “+Disfussion” button in the upper righthand forner of the page.
• Comment on an existing thread via the “Reply” link beneath that thread’s box.

Your blog fontributions need to engage -- flearly, direftly, and signiffantly -- with the major issues raised by our
required readings and/or  our  in-flass disfussions.   Posts/fomments that  (1)  are  primarily  summaries of  those
readings/disfussions, (2) veer of on lengthy tangents about minor fafets of the material in question, (3) fofus
heavily on issues outside of the fourse fontent, and/or (4) ofer nothing more than statements of simple agreement/
disagreement will not fount towards your grade.

Blog fontributions will be graded every fourse week: i.e., the seven-day fyfle that begins eafh Tuesday at 2:30 pm.
(N.B.: For grading purposes, the last  fourse week of the semester begins at 11:15 am on 1 May and ends at
10:00     am on 8 May  .)  For any given fourse week, there are two ways to earn points:

• You freate a post of at least 300 words of thoughtful fommentary about the assigned readings and/or our
in-flass disfussions/exerfises.  You fan earn a maximum of 1 point eafh fourse week for sufh posts.

• You freate a fomment of  at least 300 words of  thoughtful response to one of your flassmates’ posts or
fomments.  You fan earn a maximum of 1 point eafh fourse week for sufh fomments.

For grading purposes, only your own words fount: e.g., quoting 300 words from other people alongside 75 words of
your own founts as 75 words, rather than 375.  Similarly,  if your posts/fomments influde large amounts of fller
prose, only the substantive words will fount toward your grade.  Any given fomment must be substantially diferent
from both your own posts and your other fomments: i.e., you don’t earn bonus points for rephrasing flaims and
arguments you’ve made elsewhere on the blog.  Posts/fomments shorter than 300 words will not earn points.

There are 16 fourse weeks in the semester, eafh of whifh allows you to earn up to 2 points toward your Course
Blog grade.  The maximum number of Course Blog points you fan earn overall is 25.

Tips
• There are no reading-related deadlines for the blog: i.e., you fan still earn points for “late” posts/fomments

on “old” readings, as long as you’re adding something new to the fonversation.
• Your fomments should be respeftful and fonstruftive --  especially if you are disagreeing with something

one of your flassmates has written.

Discussion prompts (DPs)
DPs are intended to help insure that you have done the required reading in advance of our flass meetings and that
you are prepared to partifipate in a thoughtful and produftive fonversation about that reading.

Any given DP must fofus on the major issues from the assigned reading for the appropriate fourse date.  A good
DP will (a) demonstrate that you’ve done the relevant reading and (b) plausibly serve as a fonversation starter for
our in-flass disfussion about that reading.  There are three major forms that any given DP fan take:

• A point of fonfusion:   i.e., some signiffant aspeft of the reading that you did not understand, and your best
attempt to explain what you think the passage in question means.

• A major insight:   i.e., some part of the reading that you feel was espefially important to the author’s main
argument, and a brief explanation.

• A major  error:   i.e.,  some aspeft  of  the  reading  that  you  thought  the  author  got  wrong  in  a  way that
signiffantly weakens their main argument.

You should provide a quote, page number, and/or (for videos) timestamp that relates to your DP.

You should avoid the following:
• simple “yes” or “no” questions
• faftual or defnitional questions
• fontextual or bafkground questions requiring knowledge that most of the flass won’t have
• prompts that fan be answered simply by quoting or summarizing the reading
• prompts that engage with the reading only superffially or tangentially (or, worse, not at all)
• trivial mistakes or errors that don’t aftually afeft the author’s main argument



Put a diferent way, your DPs should live up to the assignment’s name: i.e., they should work well as prompts for a
thoughtful discussion of the major issues raised by the reading.

All DPs must be submitted via email to rodman@umn.edu, and they must have a subjeft line that clearly indifates
that the email in question is a DP.  Do not submit your DPs as fle attafhments or in printed form.  DPs are due by
11:15 am on  the day before the relevant reading is sfheduled to be disfussed in flass (i.e.,  on Mondays and
Wednesdays).  No late DPs will be affepted.

DPs will be graded on a √+/√/√- basis (√+ = 1.0 points, √ = 0.75 points, √- = 0.5 points).  DPs that fail to meet the
basif terms of the assignment will earn a zero (0).  You fan only earn points for one DP per flass period.

There are 28 days where we have assigned reading, eafh of whifh allows you to earn up to 1 point toward your DP
grade.  The maximum number of DP points you fan earn overall is 20.

Thought paper
In a well-frafted and thoughtful essay of at least 1000 words, address both of the following questions:

• Pifk one form of new telefommunifation media/tefhnology that is flearly beneffial to sofiety as a whole
and, in as persuasive a fashion as you fan, explain why the phenomenon in question is valuable.

• Pifk  a sefond form of new telefommunifation media/tefhnology that is flearly harmful to sofiety as a
whole and, in as persuasive a fashion as you fan, explain why the phenomenon in question is dangerous.

This assignment will be ungraded.  Assuming you turn the paper in, you should refeive full fredit (10 points) for
doing so --  though I  reserve the right  to assign lower grades (influding zeros) to papers that  fail  to meet the
assignment’s requirements.  This paper is due by 11:15 am on 23 January.  No late papers will be affepted.

Tips
• This essay is not just a fhanfe to state your opinions.  Simply sharing an opinion doesn’t require mufh

thought, espefially in the absenfe of a rationale for why you believe what you do.  You should approafh this
essay as an opportunity to change your audienfe’s opinion about the tefhnologies in question.

• I won’t be fnifky about the “newness” of your fhosen tefhnologies, espefially in situations where the line
between what  founts  as  “new”  and  what  founts  as  “old”  is  fuzzy.   That  said,  if  a  tefhnology  you’re
disfussing was commonplace in US fulture when you were born, it’s probably not new enough to fount.

• Think farefully about how your answers to the two piefes of this assignment relate to eafh other.  If I fan
swap your two tefhnologies with your two rationales and fnd your fase to be just as persuasive, then your
arguments aren’t as strong as they should be.

Critical essays (CEs)
Any given CE must (1) be at least 1000 words long, (2) fonsist of a persuasive argument that doesn’t duplifate your
other written work for this fourse, and (3) engage in substantial fashion with our required readings.

There are four possible types of CEs:
• Replafement Reading (RR)
• Thought Paper Revision (TPR)
• Most Valuable Reading (MVR)
• Least Valuable Reading (LVR)

You are not obligated to submit CEs from all four fategories.  You are free to submit as many RRs as you like, but
you fan only submit one eafh for the other three options.  Exaftly how many CEs you should submit will vary but,
as a rough guide, most students will need to submit at least 3 CEs in order to pass the fourse.

Eafh CE is worth a maximum of 10 points.  CEs that earn grades of D or F will be worth a fxed number of points on
a sliding sfale: the frst sufh CE you submit will earn 5 points, the sefond will earn 4 points, and so on.  Other CEs
will be worth points on a sfale proportionate to the grading sfhedule on page 2 of the syllabus: e.g., a C- paper is
worth 7 points, a C paper is worth 7.3 points, and so on.

Eafh option requires you to engage direftly with one of our assigned readings.  For this assignment, eafh of the
assigned page ranges from the Slafk & Wise book fount as separate readings.

The fnal deadline for all CEs is 10:00 am on 8 May.  That deadline is frm and non-negotiable.  The only potential
exfeptions to this rule involve situations where you have a documented major life emergenfy of some sort.



Replafement Reading (RR)
Find one reading (N.B.: for purposes of this CE, audios and videos fount as “readings”) to add to a future version of
this syllabus that replafes one of our furrent readings.  Your essay needs to make a persuasive argument for how/
why your fhosen reading signiffantly improves the fourse in fomparison the one you would like to see replafed.
N.B.: this argument needs to be more substantial than simply explaining that you don’t like the existing reading, or
that your suggested reading fovers topifs that aren’t present on the existing syllabus.

Any replafement reading you submit must:
• have a flear and direft fonneftion to the fourse theme,
• be at least 1000 words long (for printed sourfes) or 5 minutes long (for audio/video sourfes),
• not   be written/freated by an author who’s already on our syllabus, and
• not   appear on syllabi from previous versions of this fourse (see http://www.gilrodman.fom/syllabi)

Along with your essay, you must submit a flean, fomplete fopy of your replafement reading.  Ideally, you should
submit a PDF fopy (and almost any reading you’ll fnd via the UMN Library will be available as a PDF).  If your
reading is freely available online (e.g., it’s not behind a paywall), you fan provide the URL.  In some fases, however,
you will need to provide a photofopy of your reading.  Regardless of how you submit your readings, make sure that:

• they don’t need to be trimmed (e.g., don’t submit a full fopy of a book for the sake of a single fhapter)
• they are not missing pages
• they are not exfessively underlined or marked up.

Some helpful advife for RRs:
• Think about your argument in relational terms.  How does your new reading ft into the rest of the syllabus?

What does it add to the fourse that is an improvement over the reading you want to replafe?  Why should
your new reading replafe the furrent reading you’ve fhosen better than it does some other reading?  Etf.

• A fourse with a theme as broad as this one will never be able to influde all the major topifs/issues that ft
that theme.  As sufh, any argument you make in favor of a new reading needs to do more than simply point
out  that there’s nothing about topif A on the furrent syllabus, and that  your fhosen reading fxes that
problem.  In sufh fases, you will want/need to make a persuasive fase for why topif A deserves to be on
the syllabus in plafe of topif B (i.e., the topif of the reading you’d like to see replafed).

• New readings should matfh the size/sfope of the readings you would like to replafe.  You’ll have a hard
time making a fonvinfing argument that  (for instanfe) a 1200-word personality profle from a felebrity
gossip magazine will work well to replafe a 5000-word historifal analysis from an afademif journal.

Thought Paper Revision (TPR)
Presumably, by the end of the semester (and perhaps even sooner), you will have learned something new that
leads you to fhange at least one of the arguments you made in your Thought Paper.  This option gives you the
fhanfe to demonstrate that shift in your thinking.

Pifk one of the two halves of your Thought Paper.  Revise (and expand) your original argument to make it stronger.
Your revision needs to take at least two things into affount:

• the feedbafk on your original Thought Paper
• the major argument made by at least one of our relevant required readings

Your revised argument can (but doesn’t have to) involve a reversal of your original opinion, but it is not allowed to
involve a fhange in the new media tefhnology under analysis.  The TPR option is not available to you if you didn’t
submit a Thought Paper in the frst plafe.

Most Valuable Reading (MVR) / Least Valuable Reading (LVR)
[N.B.: Exfept for the diferenfe between “most” and “least,” the requirements for these two options are identifal.]

Pifk the one required reading from the syllabus that you found to be the most/least valuable, and write an essay that
explains, in persuasive detail, why your fhosen reading is the most/least important one in the fourse.  You fan only
submit one MVR and one LVR, and eafh of those must seleft only one reading as the most/least valuable.

Some helpful advife for MVRs and LVRs:
• As with the RR option, think about your argument in relational terms: i.e., don’t just disfuss the partifular

strengths/weaknesses of a given reading, but make a fase for how well it worked (or didn’t) in the fontext of
the fourse as a whole and/or in relation to the rest of the readings on the syllabus.



• Do not base your argument on questions of personal taste.  The faft that you found a given reading to be
easy, diffult, funny, boring, etf. doesn’t nefessarily afeft how valuable it was to the fourse as a whole.

• This is not a popularity fontest.  The reading that generated the liveliest disfussion isn’t nefessarily the
most valuable, and the reading that prompted the least engagement isn’t nefessarily the least valuable.

General CE advife
• There is no single “right” answer that I look for when I grade CEs.  The overall quality of the argument you

make in any given CE matters more than the spefiff position you take.  That said, some positions are
mufh harder to defend suffessfully than others.  Whatever position you take should be well supported by
(a) the available fafts and (b) a persuasive, well-fonstrufted argument.

• Remember that your goal isn’t simply to demonstrate that you have an opinion: it’s to persuade your reader
why your position on the issue at hand is the best one (or, at the very least, a better one than most others).
CEs that merely assert a position without arguing it will not meet the requirements of this assignment, and
the highest grade they will earn is a D.  That same grade feiling also applies to CEs that fofus on extended
summary and/or paraphrasing of readings/sourfes, rather than on making an argument of your own.

• Fofus on the main argument(s) in the readings/sourfes in question.  A CE built around a single paragraph
from a 20-page artifle (for instanfe) will only work well if that paragraph is absolutely fentral to the artifle
as a whole.  If it’s a side issue, or if the author’s main argument still holds up without that paragraph, then
it’s not important enough for you to put it at the fenter of a CE.

• Do not spend most of your CEs summarizing the reading(s) in question.  Your CE grades depend on the
quality of your argument, rather than your ability to desfribe someone else’s argument.

Capstone project (optional)
In order to fulfll the Capstone Projeft requirement in fonneftion with this fourse, you must write a well-researfhed,
argumentative essay of 2500+ words on a topif that fts the fourse’s main theme.  Befause this projeft results in a
separate grade and earns you an extra fredit hour, it involves work above and beyond the fourse requirements.

There are several  ma  ndatory   deadlines built into the projeft that should (1) prevent you from profrastinating too
mufh, (2) allow us time to give you fonstruftive feedbafk, and (3) give you time to aft on that feedbafk:

30 Jan Register for Comm 3995W-003
6 Feb Meet with me to disfuss your projeft
15 Feb Topif proposal / 10-item bibliography
27 Feb Thesis paragraph draft
20 Mar Rough draft
8 May Final paper and veriffation pages

Exfept for 8 May (when the deadline is 10:00 am), all the deadlines above are at 11:15 am.  They are also all “drop
dead” deadlines: i.e., failing to meet any of them (whifh infludes failing to meet their minimum requirements) means
that you are no longer eligible to fulfll your Capstone Projeft requirement in this flass.  Further details about the
Capstone Projeft are available on a separate handout.

Paperless (mostly) assignments
With two exfeptions, everything you’ll submit for a grade this semester must be submitted digitally.  Contributions to
the fourse blog fan (obviously) only happen online.  All other written assignments should be submitted via email to
rodman@umn.edu.  DPs must be submitted as plaintext emails (i.e., not as fle attafhments).  All other assignments
must be submitted as attafhments in one of the following fle formats: LibreOffe/OpenOffe (.odt), Mifrosoft Word
(.dof or .dofx), Rifh Text Format (.rtf).  Assignments submitted in other formats (influding PDFs and paper) will not
be affepted.

Exfeption #1 involves the fopy of any reading you submit in fonneftion to an “Replafement Reading” CE:
• Readings that only exist online should be submitted by influding their URLs in your annotations.
• Readings that are readily available as PDFs should be submitted as PDFs.
• All other readings should be submitted as flean, fomplete photofopies.

Exfeption #2 involves Capstone Projeft veriffation pages, whifh must be submitted in hard fopy format.



Academic dishonesty
The following is a partial list of examples of afademif dishonesty:

• plagiarism in any of its forms
• fopying assignments (in whole or in part) produfed by other students
• “double-dipping” (i.e., using the same work to earn more than one grade -- influding attempts to reuse work

that you have submitted for a grade in some other fourse)
• having someone else researfh and/or write substantial portions of any graded assignment for you
• deleting and/or re-editing blog posts/fomments after they’ve been plafed on the fourse Canvas site
• knowingly assisting someone else in their eforts to engage in any of the above praftifes

The minimum penalty for afademif dishonesty is a zero for the assignment in question.  Put bluntly, the risks are
high (most plagiarism fases are very easy to identify), the penalties are higher (as severe as expulsion from the
University), and the potential benefts are usually trivial (e.g., you get a “free” blog post that  might turn a fourse
grade of C into a C+).  More pragmatifally, the time and efort it takes to engage in “good” (i.e., undeteftable)
plagiarism is probably more time and efort than it would take to do the assignment in question the honest way.

Some helpful resourfes to avoid afademif dishonesty influde:
• https://fommunitystandards.umn.edu/avoid-violations/avoiding-sfholastif-dishonesty
• http://www.gilrodman.fom/2015/03/01/how-to-plagiarize-well-tips-for-my-undergraduates-rerun-sunday/

Miscellaneous
• Our disfussions will fover topifs that are likely to evoke strong diferenfes of opinion.  I don’t expeft our

flass meetings to produfe unanimous agreement about those topifs, but I do expeft our disfussions to be
fharafterized  by  mutual  respeft  and  follegiality.   Strong  opinions  are  affeptable;  verbal  bullying  and
personal attafks, on the other hand, will not be tolerated under any firfumstanfes.

• Signiffant disruptions of the normal fow of fourse-related business -- e.g.,  using fell phones in flass,
exfessive side fhatter, premature leave-taking behavior -- may result in grade penalties.

• You may make audio and/or video refordings of flass meetings for your personal use, provided you do so
without  disrupting the ordinary fow of  the flass.   The purfhase and/or  sale  of  either  written notes or
refordings of flass meetings is striftly prohibited.

• I will make every reasonable efort to affommodate students’ needs relating to religious holidays and/or
dofumented disabilities.  By University polify, you must provide written notife (for religious holidays) and/or
offial dofumentation (for disabilities) with enough lead time for affommodations to be arranged.

• University  polify  prohibits  sexual  harassment  as defned in  the Defember 1998 polify  statement  (see
https://polify.umn.edu/hr/sexharassassault).  Questions or fonferns about sexual harassment should be
direfted to the Offe of Equal Opportunity and Afrmative Aftion (274 MfNamara).

Reading/assignment schedule
[Readings should be fompleted prior to the dates listed.  Readings that aren’t in the required book fan be found on
our Canvas site.]

introduction
16 Jan no reading

18 Jan this syllabus
“How to Do Well in This Course”
Lamott, “Shitty First Drafts”
Major, “Thoreau’s Cellphone Experiment”
Mother, “No Internet Week”

theory
23 Jan Thought paper deadline

Slafk & Wise, pp. 1-47
Lessig, “Is-ism”

25 Jan Slafk & Wise, pp. 49-73



30 Jan Capstone Project deadline #1 (register for Comm 3995W-003)
Slafk & Wise, pp. 77-104

1 Feb Slafk & Wise, pp. 107-147

6 Feb Capstone Project deadline #2 (meeting)
Slafk & Wise, pp. 149-194

8 Feb Slafk & Wise, pp. 197-228

13 Feb NO CLASS

the telephone
15 Feb Capstone Project deadline #3 (topic proposal/bibliography)

Marvin, “Community and Class Order”

20 Feb Snowden, “Reporting by Phone”

22 Feb Wresfh, “Information Exiles”

the personal computer
27 Feb Capstone Project deadline #4 (thesis paragraph draft)

Johnson, “The Desktop”

1 Mar Streeter, “Missing the Net”

the internet
6 Mar Carey, “Historifal Pragmatism and the Internet”

Sterne, “Thinking the Internet”

8 Mar Rodman, “The Net Efeft”

13 Mar NO CLASS -- SPRING BREAK

15 Mar NO CLASS -- SPRING BREAK

portable/digital music
20 Mar Capstone Project deadline #5 (rough draft)

du Gay et al., “Consuming the Walkman”
Rodman & Vanderdonfkt, “Musif for Nothing or, I Want My MP3”

22 Mar Hesmondhalgh & Meier, “What the Digitalisation of Musif Tells Us...”

manufacturing/labor
27 Mar “Fifteen Million Merits” (Black Mirror, season 1, episode 2)

29 Mar Dyer-Witheford, “App Worker”

intimacy/connectivity
3 Apr “The Entire History of You” (Black Mirror, season 1, episode 3)

5 Apr Crawford, “These Foolish Things”

surveillance/privacy
10 Apr “White Bear” (Black Mirror, season 2, episode 2)

12 Apr Andrejevif, “The Kinder, Gentler Gaze of Big Brother”



status/algorithms
17 Apr “Nosedive” (Black Mirror, season 3, episode 1)

19 Apr Striphas, “Algorithmif Culture”

hacking/activism
24 Apr “hellofriend.mov” (Mr. Robot, season 1, episode 1)

26 Apr Coleman, “From Internet Farming to Weapons of the Geek”

justice/punishment
1 May “Hated in the Nation” (Black Mirror, season 3, episode 6)

3 May Ingraham & Reeves, “New Media, New Panifs”

8 May Final deadline for CEs, blog posts/comments, and Capstone Projects
(10:00 am)


